
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
& SERVICING



SERVICING
We work with the world’s most reputable manufacturers and our partnerships with industry leaders like 
Mitsubishi Electric, Daikin, Fujitsu and Toshiba means our engineers are fully trained in servicing this 
equipment to the required high standard. 

We have an extensive network of branches, each one offering quality local maintenance and repair 
services across the UK.

 

Wherever you are, you can benefit from Adcock’s servicing and breakdown service.

• We operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, all year round and all over the UK 

• Our engineers are Britain’s best trained and qualified

• We aim for same-day response for emergencies

• We are a D1+ supplier for Daikin and a Diamond Quality Partner for Mitsubishi Electric, each   

being the highest partner status achievable

• We work on many confidential, high security jobs so you can rely on us for discretion 

• 85% of our work is repeat business or referrals from satisfied customers

Reliable and responsive, we have retained customers for many years – why not discover what Adcock 
can offer you?

For a repair or service please email enquiries@adcock.co.uk

Not an Adcock customer? No problem!
Adcock Refrigeration and Air Conditioning can provide a full range of maintenance services for 
both Adcock installed HVAC equipment and any systems that we did not originally install. 
Start your plan and get covered today.

Email enquiries@adcock.co.uk today!

F-Gas legislation
F-Gas legislation means it’s a legal requirement to have a qualified engineer check most equipment 
for leaks and have clearly identified, labelled equipment and records. If you’re not sure that you’re 
doing this properly, get in touch so we can advise.



MAINTENANCE
Maintenance is a long-term investment for your air conditioning, ventilation or refrigeration and our 
engineers always recommend a plan post-installation. Poorly maintained systems are a common cause 
for system breakdowns and without maintenance cover, call-outs can be expensive. If you haven’t got 
a maintenance plan in place for your heating and cooling system, have you considered the following 
benefits?

1.  Cost savings
Rectifying wear and tear before it escalates into a breakdown is worth the outlay of a maintenance plan. 
A well-maintained system will also be more energy efficient, reducing associated bills.

2.  Environment
A maintenance plan ensures that you meet legal and environmental obligations, for example the EC 
Regulations regarding handling of fluorinated greenhouse gases (F-Gases). We can also assist with the 
changeover from R22 or R404A to more environmentally-friendly refrigerants, in line with their phase 
out.

3.  Safety
Don’t run the risk of your system becoming a public health hazard. Regular maintenance will ensure 
that you are keeping people and buildings as safe as possible and that you comply with any service 
agreements you have.

4.  Efficiency
Like a car, mechanical parts require regular checks to run optimally and efficiently. With preventive 
maintenance, an engineer will check all components, lubricants, filters, belts and electrical parts for signs 
of deterioration and wear. Ordering replacement parts in good time means no down time. 

Our team of engineers will get to know your system inside out and will be able to offer you reliable 
advice and cost effective solutions for long-term maintenance plans, upgrades or system extensions.

For a maintenance quotation and peace of mind, please email Adcock on enquiries@adcock.co.uk 

Clean filters = clean air and high productivity

Ventilation systems are only able to circulate fresh, clean air when filters and ducts are 
free from debris. Poorly maintained systems can be the cause of many health complaints 
including asthma, allergies, colds and ‘sick building syndrome’ which cost companies 
thousands of pounds each year.



We’ll take care of your heating and cooling maintenance, service and repairs.
Adcock’s specialist maintenance team is on hand 24 hours a day, all year 
round, and we can provide you with access to the best-trained teams of 

engineers in the UK with quick response times.

ENQUIRE OR BOOK NOW 

In our professional opinion, first class maintenance 
is a must-have, not a nice-to-have.


